
NEW: From the same company that brought you Tiger® 
Flap Discs and Roughneck® Stringer Bead Wheels comes 
the next innovation for Pipeliners. 

Weiler’s Pipeline Grinding Wheels are designed specifically 
for pipeline applications. Whether grinding a bead, facing 
the land, prepping transitions, or fabricating in the yard, 
this wheel is ready to work out of the box, delivering 
consistent, aggressive grinding throughout the life of the 
wheel, eliminating the need to chip it.

PIPELINE GRINDING WHEEL
FOR BEAD GRINDING, TRANSITIONS & PIPE FACING

FEATURES & BENEFITS: 
Do NOT Chip

(Operators will no longer feel the need to 
chip the wheel to get it to bite.)

Reduced Chatter

One Wheel for

Superior life and grinding on the line  
and in the fab yard.

GRINDING NOTCHING
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HIGH PERFORMANCE PIPELINE PRODUCTS  
FOR THE MOST DEMANDING JOBS

Do Not Chip  

Hitting a grinding wheel to make it work is a waste of time, 
shortens wheel life, but most importantly it’s unsafe. Tiger 
Pipeline Grinding Wheels are designed to work right out of the 
box and continue to dig in throughout the life of the wheel. 
Operators will no longer feel the need to chip the wheel  
to get it to bite.

One wheel for notching and grinding   

Regardless of what wheel you use, always look for angle of 
use markings to ensure safe and proper use. Unlike other 
pipeline wheels, Tiger Pipeline Wheels are designed to be 
used for both notching at 90° and grinding the land. 

Superior Cut and life   

A blend of zirconia alumina and ceramic grains bite into the 
bead and dig out the wagon tracks fast while the strong bond 
delivers long wheel life.

ReDUCED CHATTER WHEN grinding 

A unique bond formulation delivers reduced vibration for the 
entire life of the wheel for a better grinding experience.

We worked directly with Pipeline Welders and Helpers to design our new Tiger® Pipeline Grinding Wheels. 
They told us what they needed and we listened. They tested the wheels and we used their feedback  
to make them better, and we didn’t stop until we had a design that exceeded all expectations.

Pipeliners spoke and we listened...

TIGER PIPELINE GRINDING WHEELS (AKA  BEAD GRINDER  GRINDING DISK) 

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE - CERAMIC INFUSED  /  Superior life and grinding on pipe 5/8"-11 Arbor

Diameter Thickness Grade Max. RPM Standard Pack Item No.
4-1/2" 1/8" Z30T 13,300 10 58090

6" 1/8" Z30T 10,200 10 58092
7" 1/8" Z30T 8,500 10 58094
9" 1/8" Z30T 6,600 10 58095

TYPE  27 

FOR PIPELINE
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